Associated to every connected, topological space X there is a Hopf algebra -the Pontrjagin ring of the based loop space of the configuration space of two points in X. We prove that this Hopf algebra is not a homotopy invariant of the space. We also exhibit interesting examples of H-spaces, which are homotopy equivalent as spaces, which lead to isomorphic rational Hopf algebras or not, depending crucially on the existence of Whitehead products. Moreover, we investigate a (naturally motivated) twisted version of these Pontrjagin rings in the various aforementioned contexts. In all of these examples, Massey products abound and play a key role.
Three unlinked circles
Borromean rings links given below. Notice that although any two circles in the Borromean rings 1 are unlinked, the three taken together are not! One should contrast this with the three totally unlinked circles on the left. Intuitively, one knows that the associated complementary spaces are not the same. One can show that these spaces cannot be distinguished from each other by usual invariants, and their cohomology rings are isomorphic. However, there are secondary invariants called Massey products which makes our intuition precise; it distinguishes the two spaces under consideration by capturing this triple linking, in this instance. For a lovely exposition of this and more, we highly recommend Massey's original classic [6] .
Yet another approach, which has strong correlation with existence of Massey products, is to study the configuration space F n (M ) of n points of a given space M , which is the state space of n particles moving around in M . In particular, F 2 (M ) := (M × M ) \ M is the configuration space of two points. Configuration spaces are extremely rich in structure and have been extensively studied. It has strong connections with homotopy theory and robotics, among other topics. As a particular instance, it was unknown for a long time, but largely believed to be true, if the following holds:
If M and N are closed, homotopy equivalent manifolds then F 2 (M ) is homotopy equivalent to F 2 (N ).
It turns out to be false! One could imagine, albeit naively, that the 2-point configuration space probes the manifold, captures the neighbourhood of the diagonal inside M × M , and thereby produce invariants subtle enough to be not detected by homotopy equivalences. It was shown by Levitt [4] that the based loop space of the configuration space preserves homotopy equivalences. In 2005 Longoni and Salvatore [5] exhibited homotopy equivalent lens spaces (and necessarily non-homeomorphic for the purpose) which have non-homotopic configuration spaces. In fact, they use Massey product on the universal cover of configuration spaces to distinguish the two.
Let us now consider another example: distinguish the unitary group SU (3) from S 3 × S 5 . The homology groups are identical and the cohomology ring structures match. What about homotopy groups? If we ignore torsion (or pretend not to have prior knowledge of higher homotopy groups of spheres) then it can be shown that there is a map which induces an isomorphism barring torsion elements. We know that SU (3) is a Lie group while S 3 × S 5 isn't one. Moreover, there is a canonical multiplicative map, arising from the group multiplication, on the homology of SU (3) which is absent for S 3 × S 5 . This leads us to spaces that have more structure.
We now assume that the spaces X and Y come equipped with a group-like multiplication, i.e., there is a map m X : X × X → X that is associative only up to homotopy. Such spaces are called H-spaces, the name coined by Serre in honour of Heinz Hopf. Notice that this multiplicative structure induces a product on homology of the space. We call this the Pontrjagin product associated to X, and the homology with this product structure is called the Pontrjagin ring of X. The canonical example of such spaces via homotopy theory is that of a based loop space of a (topological) space, where the Pontrjagin product is given by concatenation of loops.
Mathematical sensibility dictates that the natural question to ask here is not if X and Y are homotopic (which they very well may be), but rather if the spaces are homotopic as H-spaces. In particular, is there a homotopy equivalence f : X → Y which preserves the Pontrjagin product? We thus make a full circle and come back to our original question in the context of H-spaces. Consider the question:
Are the based loop spaces of the configuration spaces of homotopy equivalent manifolds equivalent as H-spaces? This is a natural question that was not addressed by Levitt [4] . We explore this question, and prove, among other things, that the answer to the question above is negative! More generally, we focus on structures that play a key role in distinguishing two H-spaces X and Y which are homotopy equivalent as spaces. Put simply, we want to analyze examples where the Pontrjagin product associated with X is not isomorphic to that of Y . Along the way, we exhibit a strong interplay between the Pontrjagin product and Massey products. In fact, this connection is subtle and actually stems from the existence of Whitehead products. Our main language to process all these structures is that of Sullivan models and rational homotopy theory.
To further our scheme, we digress into a discussion on fibrations and their associated based loop fibrations. Let F → E → B be a fibration 2 where F, E, and B are connected topological spaces. Applying the based loop functor to the original fibration yields a fibration
where ΩX is the space of (continuous) loops in X based at x 0 ∈ X. Notice that ΩX is an H-space with concatenation of loops, denoted by * . If we have a section s : B → E then there is a natural map s : ΩB × ΩF −→ ΩE, (γ 1 , γ 2 ) → s(γ 1 ) * γ 2 .
The map above need not be a map of H-spaces as can be seen from the following: Example 1.1. Recall that K(G, 1), for a discrete group G, is a connected topological space which has precisely one non-zero homotopy group and
This space is uniquely determined up to homotopy equivalence and is commonly referred to as the classifying space of G. It is also an example of an Eilenberg-Maclane space. Start with any short exact sequence of (discrete) groups 0 → A → B → C → 0, equipped with a section s : C → B. Using B → C form a fibration p : K(B, 1) → K(C, 1) of Eilenberg-Maclane spaces with the homotopy fibre K(A, 1). Of course, if B ∼ = A × C then the map at the level of fundamental groups does not split. The section induces a map
which is a homotopy equivalence as a map of spaces. However, if we identify ΩK(G, 1) with G, then s is a not a homotopy equivalence in the category of (discrete) groups, i.e., the map is not a group isomorphism! When F, E, and B are simply connected s would induce a homotopy equivalence. However, the nagging truth persists: This may not be a map of H-spaces. The Pontrjagin product may still be powerful enough, in a class of examples which we outline subsequently, to distinguish between the H-spaces ΩB × ΩF and ΩE.
Connections with String Topology
We would like to emphasize the link between the contents of this article and string topology, the study of differential and algebraic topology of free loop spaces of manifolds. We refer the interested reader to [1] . There are a couple of different approaches to this subject and quite a few relevant literature on this topic. In any case, a lot of algebraic structures came forth in this study and it was asked if some of these distinguish between homeomorphic manifolds which are not diffeomorphic. One can even ask if these structures help differentiate between homotopy equivalent but non-homeomorphic manifolds. Most of the usual algebraic invariants arising from string topology were shown to be homotopy invariants.
There is, however, a geometrically altered version of string topology that goes by the name of transversal string topology 3 and was studied in the author's Ph.D. thesis. The subject of transversal string topology and its underpinnings will be taken up elsewhere. A rather interesting property of transversal string topology is that it is not a homotopy invariant. A crucial input that goes in proving this is part (ii) of Theorem B. The twisted versions of the main results (part (ii) of Theorem A and Theorem B) are part of a bigger picture which naturally lives in the world of string topology. Finally, the results of Theorem A are also inspired by string topology.
Main Results
We briefly present below the key results (Theorem A, Theorem B, Proposition a, and Proposition b) of the paper in the context of the two examples we shall study, fitting ideally in the framework of H-spaces. It is intentionally stated in less symbolic terms for the ease of the reader. The more technical and symbolic versions are referenced for those who wish to jump ahead and read it instead.
Example I. Consider the free loop space LM := C 0 (S 1 , M ) associated to a 2-connected 4 manifold M . The natural evaluation map (evaluating a loop at 1 ∈ S 1 ) defines a fibration ev : LM → M with fibre the based loop space ΩM := C 0 ((S 1 , 1), (M, x 0 )). This fibration has a natural section s : M → LM by sending a point to the constant loop at that point. Moreover, the 2-connectedness of M ensures that all the spaces in the fibration are simply connected. In general, ΩM × M is very far from being homotopic to LM . However, the induced map
is a homotopy equivalence. Are these different as H-spaces? We have an affirmative answer when M is an even dimensional sphere (cf. Theorem 3.8):
Theorem A. Let S 2l denote the sphere of dimension 2l for l ≥ 1. Consider the two spaces : Ω(LS 2l ) -the based loop space of the free loop space of 2l-sphere, and Ω(S 2l × ΩS 2l ) -the based loop space of the product of S 2l and the based loop space of S 2l .
(i) The two spaces above are homotopy equivalent but not homotopic as H-spaces.
(ii) Consider the spaces Ω(LS 2l ) and Ω(S 2l × ΩS 2l ) but with a twisted multiplication (cf. Definition 2.13) on both. These are not homotopic as twisted H-spaces.
For the interested reader, we twist the original multiplication by a generator of the group π 2l−2 , which is Z for both the spaces above. The existence of Massey products for LM (cf. Theorem 3.5) plays a crucial role. However, the subtlety lies in the fact that it is the quadratic nature of the differential of the minimal model of LM that leads to non-trivial Whitehead products, interesting Massey products, and to seemingly incongruous Pontrjagin products. As an illustration of this, we prove that Theorem A (cf. Theorem3.8) fails to hold when M = CP n and n ≥ 2 (cf. Propostion 3.11):
Proposition a. There is a natural map
and it is a rational homotopy equivalence of H-spaces if n ≥ 2.
Example II. Let M be any compact, oriented manifold which has a nowhere vanishing vector field V . Let F 2 (M ) denote the 2-point configuration space of M . This space maps to M (by projecting on to the first coordinate) with fibre M − {x 0 }. It is known that this is a locally trivial fibre bundle. The existence of V , using the exponential map, implies the existance of a section s(x) = (x, exp(εV (x))) for ε > 0 small enough. Then we have a map Theorem B. Let X denote the universal cover of a topological space X. Then the following holds:
(i) The Pontrjagin rings associated to ΩF 2 (L 7,1 ) and ΩF 2 (L 7,2 ) are non-isomorphic.
(ii) The twisted Pontrjagin rings associated to ΩF 2 (L 7,1 ) and ΩF 2 (L 7,2 ) are non-isomorphic.
We prove this by exhibiting central elements associated to L 7,1 which are absent for L 7,2 . Again, for the interested reader, the twisting is by a natural element in the fundamental group that corresponds to the normal sphere of a point (on the diagonal) inside L 7,j × L 7,j . On the other hand, the theorem above holds true (in both the twisted and the untwisted version) for based loop spaces of higher configuration spaces (cf. Proposition 2.17 and the concluding remarks):
Proposition b. For n > 2 the based loop spaces ΩF n (L 7,1 ) and ΩF n (L 7,2 ) are not homotopy equivalent as H-spaces or as twisted H-spaces.
Having announced the main results, we find it necessary to mention that the proofs illustrate the propagation of Massey products into Pontrjagin products. We also briefly explain why we have included a twisted version of the same. The proverbial twist in the tale, comes from studying certain twisted (cf. Definition 2.13) Pontrjagin products, and discovering that the Massey products still persist in this setting! The proof is essentially similar to the untwisted case. The reason for the inclusion of the twisted version of the results is that these appear naturally in the setting of transversal string topology. This topic will be subsequently taken up elsewhere in forthcoming papers and was part of the author's dissertation. The twisted Pontrjagin product appears as a by-product of applying the transversal string topology machinery and is the final ingredient towards proving that transversal string topology is not a homotopy invariant. However, we felt that the results outlined here are of considerable independent interest.
Outline of the paper: In §1.1 we give a brief introduction to the triad of mathematical ideas -Sullivan models, Massey products, and Pontrjagin products. In a way this paper can be thought of as a word in these three generators. In §2 we analyze Example II by introducing the relevant background material and translating everything in terms of minimal models, and processing the subsequent computations. In §3 we analyze Example I by reviewing the minimal model for free loop spaces. We show that Massey products exist, and subsequently gives rise to interesting Pontrjagin products, or not, depending on the non-triviality of Whitehead products. It should be kept in mind that almost all computations of the Pontrjagin product relies crucially on the famous result (cf. Thereom 1.7) of Milnor-Moore [7] which allows us to do the computations in the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra generated by the appropriate homotopy groups.
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The main players
In the course of this article, three main mathematical ideas will be playing key roles. It's the interplay between the trio that is of most interest to us. These ideas have been named already in the title of this paper. We shall begin by a brief review of these concepts. The experienced reader may choose to skip this section and refer to this as and when needed. We thought it would be useful for a general reader to be familiar with these before they delve into the technical details of the paper, as these concepts make quite frequent appearance throughout.
Sullivan Models
Spaces can be modelled algebraically in the sense of rational homotopy theory. Fibrations of spaces can be treated similarly -we model the base space, and then model the twisting of the fibration appropriately. These algebraic models, usually called minimal models and often called Sullivan models, was originally introduced by D. Sullivan and is built out of piecewise linear differential forms. The classic [8] by Sullivan provides a coherent and unifying approach in describing various naturally occuring objects in terms of minimal models. We briefly review the existence of such a model for any simply connected manifold. The standard (and almost comprehensive) reference for rational homotopy theory is the book [3] . The theory of minimal models is an extremely powerful tool, and has had a strong influence on the significance of doing homotopy theory over Q, ever since its introduction. It has also been used to prove beautiful theorems, [2] and [9] to name a few. In this discussion all subsequent models are rational models, i.e., we will work with rational coefficients unless otherwise stated.
Let ΛV be the free graded commutative algebra generated by a graded R-vector space V = ⊕ i≥0 V i . When ΛV is equipped with a differential d, we call (ΛV, d) a minimal algebra if there is a set of generators {a i }, indexed by a well ordered set I, such that |a i | ≤ |a j | if i < j and da i can be written in terms of a j 's for j < i. In other words, da i doesn't have a linear term. A minimal algebra (ΛV, d) is said to be a minimal model for a connected manifold M if there is a quasi-isomorphism 5 of algebras ϕ :
where Ω dR M is the space of de Rham forms. These discussions can also be carried out with rational coefficients and replacing
the cochain complex of M . It is possible, some times, to have a quasi-isomorphism between the minimal model and (H • (M ; Q), 0), i.e., the graded cohomology ring with the zero differential. In such a case, M is called formal. Henceforth, we shall assume that V , as above, is a rational vector space.
It is known that minimal models exist for any connected topological space, and is unique up to isomorphism ( [3] , Theorem 14.12). From Sullivan's work on rational homotopy theory, explicit models can be given for any nilpotent space X, i.e., π 1 (X) is nilpotent, and its action on the higher homotopy groups is nilpotent. We shall work with simply connected spaces, where the dual of the rational homotopy groups π Q i (X) := π i (X) ⊗ Q can be taken to be V i . Moreover, the quadratic part of d is dual to the Whitehead product (cf. Definition
For a detailed discussion on this and more, we refer the reader to [3] . Some examples of such models are in order.
Example 1.2. (Spheres)
For S 2k+1 we take the free (graded commutative) algebra (Λ(x), d ≡ 0) generated by a generator x in degree 2k + 1. The map
is given by mapping x to the volume form. Similar models can be built for S 2k by taking
Since the underlying vector spaces of the minimal model can also be built out of (rational) homotopy groups, one recovers part of the celebrated result of Serre on homotopy groups of spheres:
, 4k − 1 and zero otherwise. 5 In general, when one speaks of a quasi-isomorphism from F to W one always assumes it is given by a zig-zag
where each arrow induce isomorphism in (co)homology. In the case of minimal models, if F i , W i 's and F are all minimal then all the arrows are invertible and hence we make no mention of zig-zag when dealing with quasi-isomorphisms.
Example 1.3. (Complex Projective Spaces)
Let CP n be the complex projective space of (complex) dimension n. The cohomology ring
is a truncated algebra generated by an element of degree two. A minimal model is given by (Λ(x, y), d), where
The map
, sending x to α, and y to 0, is a quasi-isomorphism.
Massey Products
Let us revisit the problem of deciding if two given topological spaces X and Y are homotopy equivalent. If all the natural invariants turn out to be useless at this task and even the cohomology rings are isomorphic, one may consider secondary 6 invariants called Massey products (cf. §2) which often distinguish X from Y . In particular, it is very useful when the cup product structure is zero while this invariant is non-zero. In Massey's original paper [6] , where Massey products are first defined, Massey calls it higher order linking numbers. The example of Borromean rings, as explained in the introduction, provides the answer to this nomenclature. The classical example, as outlined by Massey himself, is far too pretty to go unread by a modern mathematician, and the author urges the reader, again, to read the classic [6] . Extremely geometric in its nature, Massey uses his invariant to detect higher-order linking in Borromean rings, i.e., any two taken together are unlinked but the three taken together cannot be unlinked! A homological picture of the same is provided below: In fact, a 
where (u, w) is the ideal generated by u and w.
Notice that although u, v, w is defined, v, u, w may not be. However, there is a graded commutativity:
, the cochain complex of X. There are notions of Massey products of higher orders and of order two. The second order Massey product is the usual cup product which is a primary invariant of X. The higher order Massey products, up to indeterminacy, are secondary invariants of the space. Manifolds on which all Massey products vanish are called formal manifolds. The rational homotopy type of such manifolds is determined by its rational cohomology ring. This is true, for instance, in the case of compact, Kähler manifolds [2] . Formality is a key property that provides a connection between the homotopy type of the manifold with other geometric structures that the manifold admit. It is a property that is preserved under products, joins and wedges of spaces. Finally, there are higher order Massey products which detect higher order linking. Among other uses, Massey products appear naturally in twisted K-theory.
Pontrjagin Products
Let (X, x 0 ) be a (based) connected topological space and consider ΩX, the based loop space of X. Since we can compose based loops by concatenation, ΩX is an H-space. In any case, we have a map m : ΩX × ΩX −→ ΩX which induces a map on homology H • (ΩX; Q) := ⊕ i≥0 H i (ΩX; Q) and can be written as
This is called the Pontrjagin product on the based loop space of X, a notion introduced in more generality by Pontrjagin in 1939. We also have the map
induced by the diagonal map ΩX → ΩX × ΩX. These two structure maps turn H • (ΩX; Q) into a Hopf algebra.
For any topological space X, J. H. C. Whitehead had defined a product, now called the Whitehead product, on the homotopy groups
In fact, Massey and Uehara in 1957 used Massey product to show that the Jacobi identity holds for the Whitehead product. If X is simply connected then the vector space π
turns into a graded Lie algebra with Wh as the Lie bracket of degree −1. Moreover, in such a case, ΩX is connected, and we have natural isomorphisms π i+1 (X) ∼ = π i (ΩX). If we transfer the Lie algebra structure via these natural maps then we get a Lie algebra structure on π Q • (ΩX), called the Samelson product. Historically, Samelson had defined this product on the homotopy groups of a topological group and had shown it was bilinear. In a topological group G the correspondence (g, h) → ghg
where G ∧ G stands for the smash product of G with itself, i.e., it is the identification space G × G/(G × {e} ∪ {e} × G). This map c induces a pairing of π i (G) with π j (G) to π i+j (G) in a natural way. The commutator c thus induces a ring structure on π • (G) := ⊕ i≥0 π i (G). This is called the Samelson product. If use the Hurewicz map from the homotopy groups to the homology groups then the Samelson product transfers to the Pontrjagin product.
With that brief detour in place, we come back to ΩX. This space, however, is not a topological group but a topological monoid where inverses exist up to homotopy. It's still good enough as one can replace ΩX, due to a construction of Milnor, and independently by Kan, by a topological group. We shall, by abuse of notation, denote both, the Whitehead product and the Samelson product, by Wh.
The observant reader would notice that given a simply connected space X, there are two competing structures that naturally present themselves. The first one is a Hopf algebra given by (H • (ΩX; Q), ×), and the second is the Lie algebra (π Q • (ΩX), Wh). How are the two structures related? There is a Hopf algebra naturally associated to any Lie algebra, viz., the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra. Let us recall the following: , ] ), the universal enveloping algebra is an algebra U (L) equipped with a morphism of Lie algebras ι L : L → U (L) such that any morphism of Lie algebras ϕ : L → A factors through U (L), i.e., there exists a morphism of Lie algebras ϕ :
It can be checked that U (L) is unique up to isomorphism. Therefore, an equivalent way of defining U (L) is by providing an explicit presentation.
where the Lie bracket has degree d, a presentation of the universal enveloping algebra is given by T (L)/I, where T (L) is the free tensor algebra generated by L and I is the ideal generated by relations of the form
The final step would be to connect the homotopy groups of ΩX to the homology groups of ΩX with the hope that the naturality of this connection generates the isomorphism we are seeking between the two structures. Recall that the Hurewicz map
provides a natural pathway, and is, in fact, a morphism of Lie algebras. We are now ready to state the beautiful structural result of Milnor & Moore [7] :
If G is a pathwise connected homotopy associative H-space with unit, and λ : π * (G; K) → H * (G; K) is the Hurewicz morphism of Lie algebras, then the induced morphism λ : U (π * (G; K)) → H * (G; K) is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
In the theorem above, K is a field of characteristic zero. As a consequence, for a simply connected space X the conditions of the theorem is obtained for ΩX :
Massey and Pontrjagin products via configuration spaces
We shall briefly review lens spaces and their classification. We then proceed to study configuration spaces of lens spaces and sketch the method used in [5] to prove that configuration spaces doesn't preserve homotopy invariance. We recast their result in the context of minimal models and thereby compute the Pontrjagin product of the based loop space of these configuration spaces. To be exact, we calculate the Pontrjagin ring of ΩX where X is the universal cover of X, and X is the appropriate configuration space. This structure induces, and is induced by, the Pontrjagin ring structure of ΩX as the based loop space of X is a union of (homeomorphic) components, indexed by π 1 (X), where each component is ΩX. The Pontrjagin ring of ΩX is the direct sum of π 1 (X)-copies of the Pontrjagin ring of ΩX and π 1 (X) acts by on the summands via left translation on the indices labelled by π 1 (X).
Configuration spaces of two points I
The configuration space (of n points) of any space is interesting in its own right. It is the natural domain for a lot of configuration problems as it is the state space of particles moving in the ambient space. It's a well studied object and shows up in numerous places inside mathematics and physics. It's even more intriguing in light of the fact that it contains non-homotopy information, i.e., there are homotopy equivalent spaces X and Y such that the associated configuration spaces are not. The example we'll look at involves lens spaces and is due to Longoni and Salvatore [5] . We shall briefly review it and present a minimal model approach to study such configuration spaces.
We shall think of
as the unit quarternions. We denote by L p,q the lens space arising as the quotient of S 3 by the pth roots of unity as follows:
The following is well known. 
which classifies these spaces up to homotopy equivalence. Using Reidemeister torsion, defined as
a classification up to PL homeomorphism was given by Reidemeister. Later on, Brody showed that this is a homeomorphism classification.
It follows that L 7,1 and L 7,2 are homotopy equivalent but not homeomorphic. In fact, even more is true.
The configuration spaces of L 7,1 and L 7,2 are not homotopy equivalent.
Remark 2.4. The proof starts by passing to the 49-sheeted universal covers of the configuration space of two distinct points in L 7,j . Then these resulting spaces can be distinguished by Massey products. In particular, for j = 1 the space is formal, being homotopic to (∨ 6 S 2 ) × S 3 while for j = 2 there are non-trivial Massey products. This can then be used to distinguish higher configuration spaces.
We shall denote the 2-point configuration space of M by F 2 (M ) as opposed to C 2 (M ) since in a discussion of chain complexes the latter notation is bound to cause a confusion. Let M be a lens space L p,q .
We know that the universal cover of M − {x 0 } is S 3 − {Z p · x 0 }, which is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of (p − 1) two-spheres. One can imagine replacing the fibre by its universal cover to get a specific p-fold cover of F 2 (M ) that fibres over M with fibre this bouquet. To do this, we use a cross section of the fibration F 2 (M ) → M (this always exists since M has a non-vanishing vector field) and replace the fibre M −{x 0 } by its universal cover which, up to homotopy, is ∨ p−1 S 2 . It's necessary to have a cross section for this construction to work since a section gives a consistent choice of base points in the fibre and we replace this with the paths in the fibre based at the base point. Observe that the Hopf fibration S 3 → S 2 has no such replacement. Let us denote this new fibration by
We can pull back this fibration using the universal covering map S 3 → M to make a second fibration:
Notice that the total space F 2 (M ) is the universal cover of F 2 (M ), and the fibre is homotopic to ∨ p−1 S 2 . This fibration is determined, up to homotopy, by how the bouquet is mapped to itself along the equator S 2 of the base S 3 , i.e., F 2 (M ) is classified by π 2 (Aut 0 (∨ p−1 S 2 )). Also note that
Therefore, for any non-integer t the map s : x → (x, e i2πt/p x) is a bona-fide section. This means that the cohomology ring of F 2 (M ) splits as a tensor product of the cohomology rings of the base and the fibre. We think of S 3 as the unit quarternions and Z 7 = ζ , the group generated by ζ = e 
This is a well defined homeomorphism and thereby provides a homeomorphism
Consequently, F 2 (L 7,1 ) being the product of formal spaces has no Massey products (cf. 2 of §1.1). If we apply the based loop space functor we get
which is a homeomorphism of H-spaces, and it induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras
Combining the above with Theorem 1.7 (refer [7] ) we may conclude
where U (g) is the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g.
To proceed further, we need to know more about the Lie algebra π Q
• (Ω(∨ 6 S 2 )). We shall use the following fairly well known result:
) is the free Lie algebra generated by V = Q k in degree 1.
Proof. We observe that ∨ k S 2 is a formal space being the wedge of formal spaces. A minimal model is given by taking k closed generators x i in degree 2 and then adding k+1 2 generators {y ij } 1≤i≤j≤k with the relation dy ij = x i x j . Any higher relations that appear thus far need to be killed appropriately. The terms that need to be killed look like graded commutativity of the Lie bracket dual to the product in this model. In other words, the rank of π i (∨ k S 2 ) is given by the dimension of elements of degree (i − 1) in the free Lie algebra generated by V = Q k of degree 1. Shifting everything down by 1, the based loop space of the bouquet with the Samelson product is the free lie algebra on k generators in degree one.
Recall Definition 1.6 of an universal enveloping algebra. It follows that if g is a free Lie algebra (on an underlying vector space V ) then U g is simply the free associative algebra on V . For the case at hand, π
2 )) is a free Lie algebra, and the universal enveloping algebra is the free associative algebra. In particular, U π
) has no center, we conclude that the only central elements arise from ΩS 3 . Conversely, any element of U (π
where α generates π 2 (ΩS 3 ), we're done.
Configuration spaces of two points II
We deal with the lens space L 7,2 here.
Example 2.8. (The lens space L 7,2 )
This is a very brief overview of [5] and we recall all the relevant Massey products. We're just placing the results of [5] in a context applicable for us.
be a primitive 7th root of unity. The space F 2 (L 7,2 ) is the complement of the union of the
By the Alexander-Lefschetz duality we have an isomorphism
This identifies the cup product in cohomology with the intersection product in homology. Let A k ∼ = S 3 × [0, 1] be the submanifold defined by elements of the form
Define an action of ζ : A k → A k+1 via the map
Since A 1 A 4 in the interior (as proved in Lemma 4.2 [5] ) and this action preserves transversality, we conclude that A k A k+3 , where the indices are considered modulo 7. Define
Notice that D k,k+3 has three boundary components, one each for r = 0, t = 0 and t = 1. It can be shown that
Similarly, one concludes D k,k+3 ∩ A k+5 = φ and
Let us denote the dual (in cohomology) of A k by a k and the dual of (1, 0) × S 3 by α. We can then conclude the following theorem of [5] : Theorem 2.9. (Longoni-Salvatore) The Massey product a k+3 , a k , a k+1 + a k+5 contains the class a k+1 ∪ α.
The non-triviality of the Massey product is clear and is essentially due to the addition of a k+5 to a k+1 . Observe that a 0 + · · · + a 6 = 0. This is most transparent when thinking of F 2 (L 7,2 ) as a fibration over S 3 with fibre a seven-punctured S 3 . In other words, the fibre is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of six 2-spheres and the top cohomology classes of these generate H 2 F 2 (L 7,2 ) . In fact, with suitable orientations, one can argue that a k is the fibrewise volume form on the normal sphere bundle of A k inside S 3 × S 3 .
We shall take up the calculation of the centre of the universal enveloping algebra associated to ΩF 2 (L 7,2 ) in the next section. The required twisted version will also be analyzed. But before we proceed we need to sort out a few necessary transversality issues. Recall the definition of D i,i+3 . We have a similar definition for D i,j . It's birth is necessitated by A i ∩ A j . It can be checked that for i = j, there are no interior intersection points of A i ∩ A j unless j = i + 3, i + 4. Therefore, we may set
One may check the following:
The intersections considered on both sides (and as it applies to the equalities as well) are counted modulo boundary. As before, let a i denote the dual, in cohomology, of A i . One can write all possible Massey products between the a i 's if need be.
We switch tracks to discuss a minimal model for F 2 (L 7,2 ), the universal cover of F 2 (L 7,2 ). Let Λ F be the minimal model for ∨ 6 S 2 and Λ(α), dα = 0, |α| = 3 be the minimal model for S 3 . Notice that Λ F starts off with 6 generators x i in degree 2 and then it is formal thereafter. More precisely one needs to kill x i x j by setting dy ij = x i x j for i ≤ j. Similarly, we need z ijk such that
This last equation is very reminiscent of triple Massey products. Indeed, without further terms this says that the Massey products vanish. But our model for F 2 (L 7,2 ) is given by Λ(α) ⊗ Λ F with the differential D twisted by the Massey product. For example, we conclude that
One can justify the first equation, for instance, by checking the appropriate intersections, i.e., the homological version of the Massey product and using (2.2) and (2.3)-(2.6). The other ones are similar. Notice that we're essentially translating the existence of Massey product as the existence of Whitehead products which is tantamount to the non-triviality of the Samelson product on the based loop space. In particular, it follows from the equations above that D(z 412 + z 416 ) = x 2 α + x 4 (y 12 + y 16 ) − y 41 (x 2 + x 6 ).
The interested reader can check that there are 21 y ij 's and 70 z ijk 's.
Pontrjagin product via universal enveloping algebras
is a fibration of simply connected spaces we may apply the based loop functor to get another fibration
Each of the arrows above induce a map of Lie algebras of rational homotopy groups with the Samelson product as the Lie bracket. Further applying the universal enveloping algebra functor we have
By Theorem 1.7 of Milnor and Moore [7] , the Hurewicz map induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras
Using this (or via minimal model description of the original fibration) one checks surjectivity of (2.10) at W and injectivity at V. Thus, the objects of interest appear as the middle object in short exact sequences of Hopf algebras
However, we have already seen that
Moreover, it has one central element (up to scaling) in every even degree. On the other hand, the existence of non-trivial Massey products in F 2 (L 7,2 ) may imply the non-existence of central elements. Our purpose at hand is precisely this. Recall the minimal model for F 2 (L 7,2 ) given by (2.7)-(2.9) from the last section.
Lemma 2.10. For any simply connected space X let Λ X be a quadratic 7 minimal model for X. Then a minimal model for ΩX is given by shifting the generators of Λ X down by 1 and setting the differential to be zero. Moreover, the dual to the Pontrjagin product gives rise to a dg coalgebra structure on Λ ΩX . This is, quite possibly, fairly well known but we sketch a proof for completeness.
Proof. The underlying vector space of a minimal model for such a space can be taken to be the rational homotopy groups. Then the quadratic term of the differential in this model is dual to the Whitehead product which is equivalent to the Samelson product on the based loop space. But the Samelson product is the commutator induced by the Pontrjagin product.
A minimal model (as a coalgebra) for ΩF 2 (L 7,2 ) is given by
with the coalgebra structure arising from the differential D. Here we have used the convention that x denotes the element x shifted down in degree by 1. We shall also interchangeably denote the elements of homotopy groups byx etc. as well.
Theorem 2.11. There is no element of degree 2 in the centre of U π
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.9 that a 2 ∪ α ∈ a 4 , a 1 , a 2 + a 6 . 7 A minimal model for a simply connected space will be called quadratic if the differential has some non-zero quadratic terms.
After appropriately identifying x i with the dual of a i , we conclude that α is not central because
Let ξ = λα + i≤j λ ij y ij denote an element of degree 2. If ξ is central then [x 2 , ξ] = 0. However, using the minimal model we have
The term λz 416 cannot be cancelled by anti-symmetry or by Jacobi identity unless λ = 0. In that case, ξ is a central element in U π Q • (Ω(∨ 6 S 2 )) , which being a free associative algebra has no center (see the discussion following Lemma 2.6). Therefore, λ ij ≡ 0 and ξ = 0.
Corollary 2.12. The Pontrjagin ring H • (ΩF 2 (L 7,2 ); Q), × detects Massey products.
We would like to prove an analogous statement about the centre of the universal enveloping algebra, but with respect to a twisted multiplication. It may seem like a stand-alone result with no oversight but we do plan to make crucial use of it in subsequent publication(s) where we show that transversal string topology is not a homotopy invariant! This has already been emphasized in the introduction. With that being said, we begin with a definition. Definition 2.13. (Twisted multiplication) Let A be a (graded) algebra. For β ∈ A we twist the multiplication and define
x · β y := xβy, x, y ∈ A.
If β has an inverse (and, necessarily, A has a unit) then we can recover the usual multiplication:
In other words, one left translates x and y by β −1 and then uses the twisted multiplication and then right translates by β. An element ξ ∈ (A, · β ) is in the centre if for any x ∈ A, we have (2.11) ξβx = (−1) |x||β|+|β||ξ|+|x||ξ| xβξ.
) be the algebra induced by twisting the universal enveloping algebra by the element a 0 .
Notice that all powers of α are in the centre of U τ,1 since it commutes with everything. On the other hand we have: Theorem 2.15. There is no element of degree 2 in the centre of U τ,2 .
Proof. We first show that α is not in the centre. We must keep in mind that the notation used in Theorem 2.9 uses a i and these the same as x i 's used in our model. Moreover, we'll replace a 0 by −a 1 − · · · − a 6 whenever needed. Let us denote by Z the following:
Recall the Massey products of Theorem 2.9 as well as those deduced from (2.7)-(2.9):,
The above equations, in the language of universal enveloping algebras, should be read as follows. For instance, the fourth equation translates to
Translating everything relevant to our model we get:
The easiest way to see why Z = 0 is to observe that z 416 doesn't cancel with any other terms. Let
denote any central element, with respect to this twisted multiplication, of degree 2. Then
We shall be making use of the Jacobi identity
We will also use z ijk = −z kji and z iji = 0 in what follows.
The coefficients of terms of the form z ijj , z ijj for i < j above should be zero. Using (2.12) and (2.13) we see that The first four equations imply that λ 22 = λ 44 (they both equal λ 11 ) which in conjunction with the last two equations imply that λ = 0. This also implies that λ ii = κ for any i and λ ij = 2κ if i < j. Notice that
It is enough to show that κ = 0. Consider the twisted commutator 8 of ξ with α:
The result is an element in U π
) which is a (free) tensor algebra. Since Z = 0, Z ⊗ ξ = 0 if and only if ξ = 0.
In the case of U τ,1 the element α is clearly in the centre with respect to the twisted multiplication. 
Higher configuration spaces
Let L 7,j be a lens space obtained by the appropriate action of Z 7 on S 3 . We consider the universal cover F n (L 7,j ) of F n (L 7,j ), the configuration space of n points. Our aim is to prove the following: Proposition 2.17. For n ≥ 2 the based loop spaces ΩF n (L 7,1 ) and ΩF n (L 7,2 ) are not homotopy equivalent as H-spaces.
We proceed to prove this by first showing that central elements exist in every even degree in the case of L 7,1 while it's absent in those degrees for L 7,2 . Notice that the universal cover of F n (L 7,j ) is the space of n points in S 3 with pairwise disjoint orbit under the Z 7 -action. Now consider the map
where O n−1 is the space of (n − 1) points in S 3 − Z 7 with pairwise disjoint orbit, or (n − 1)-orbit configuration space in short. This is a homeomorphism and induces a map of Hopf algebras
It is clear that H
, with |α| = 2, is in the centre. Let us now consider the fibration
where the map p is given by projecting on the first n − 1 factors. If we fix n − 1 points x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n−1 ∈ S 3 which have pairwise disjoint orbits then the fibre is
We now observe that there is a section of this fibration. More precisely, fix a (left-invariant) Riemannian metric on S 3 and let V be a (left-invariant) non-vanishing vector field. If ε 0 is the injectivity radius then define
where ε is appropriately chosen in terms of ε 0 and the distances between the various orbit points of x i 's. This implies, in particular, that
Moreover, the left summand above is a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra on the left under the Whitehead product. We are now ready to prove our result. Proof. We shall prove our result by induction on n by showing that the Pontrjagin associated to the configuration soace of n points in L 7,2 has no central element in degree two while it follows from (2.14) that the Pontrjagin ring associated to the configuration space of n points in L 7,1 has central elements in every even degree.
We have already dealt with the case n = 2 (cf. Theorem 2.11). Let us assume we have the statement for n − 1. Recall the fibration
and the fact that there is a section given by (2.15). It follows from (2.16) that the natural inclusion
induces an injective morphism of Hopf algebras
Due to the existence of a section, the Pontrjagin ring of ΩF n is actually an ideal: This follows from writing down the minimal model and using (2.16), which implies, for instance, the differential of any element in the fibre cannot have a quadratic term built entirely out of elements from the base. Any degree 2 element in the Pontrjagin ring associated to F n (L 7,2 ) is given by a degree 3 element in F n (L 7,2 ). Using (2.16) let
be written as b ⊕ f . If b = 0 then we know by the induction hypothesis that b cannot be a central element of degree 2. Therefore, there exists b such that
Moreover, since ΩF n is an ideal,
Consequently, α = f in order to be central. However, the Pontrjagin ring of ΩF n is the free associative algebra on 7n − 8 generators places in degree one (cf. Lemma 2.6 and the remarks following it). Therefore, f can never be central, and there is no central element α as assumed.
We end by observing that there is a short exact sequence of Hopf algebras
Moreover, there is section
induced by (2.15). Therefore, both the extreme Hopf algebras in the short exact sequence can be thought of as Hopf subalgebras. We also know that H Q • (ΩF n ) is an ideal. Combining these facts it is not hard to see that the twisted 9 Pontrjagin rings associated to ΩF n (L 7,2 ) also do not have central elements in degree 2. However, it follows from (2.14) that there are central elements in every even degree for ΩF n (L 7,1 ). Therefore, the twisted Pontrjagin rings associated to ΩF n (L 7,i ), i = 1, 2 are not isomorphic!
Massey and Pontrjagin products via free loop spaces
Given a minimal model for a simply connected space X (cf. 1 of §1.1), we can construct a minimal model for the free loop space LX. One exploits the existence of a fibration
where ev is the evaluation of a loop at the base point 1 ∈ S 1 . This model does take into account the twisting present in the fibration. Moreover, one can construct an equivariant model for LM ([1],  §9 ) by considering the circle action of rotating the loops. It's possible to embellish these models with further appropriate structures in specific cases to model the loop product, loop bracket and the BV operator on LM . However, that is a direction which will lead us into string topology, whose genesis is the paper [1] by Chas and Sullivan. This will be pursued elsewhere.
In this section we show that the based loop spaces of S 2l × ΩS 2l and LS 2l , homotopy equivalent as spaces, are not so as H-spaces (cf. Theorem 3.8). This connection is rather subtle as a similar result fails for CP n , i.e., the based loop spaces of CP n × ΩCP n and LCP n are homotopic as H-spaces (cf. Proposition 3.11) if n ≥ 2. As it turns out, this is strongly correlated with the vanishing of Whitehead products. The story plays out the same in the twisted Pontrjagin ring setup for even spheres versus (complex) projective spaces. In what follows, unless mentioned otherwise, all subsequent models are rational models.
Models of free loop spaces
We shall begin with the following result ( [9] , p. 637) which is also proved in [3] (Example 1, p. 206). Recall that a manifold M is called formal if there is a quasi-isomorphism between its minimal model Λ M and its cohomology ring, i.e., Φ :
is a quasi-isomorphism. In other words, the rational homotopy theory of the manifold is just a formal consequence of the rational cohomology algebra of M . Lie groups and symmetric spaces are known to be formal. Spheres provide a family of examples. It is also known that products and connected sums preserve formality. Moreover, if the Massey product is non-trivial then the manifold is not formal.
Example 3.2. (Kähler manifolds)
The famous paper [2] by P. Deligne, P. Griffiths, J. Morgan and D. Sullivan used rational homotopy theory to prove that compact Kähler manifolds are formal. As a consequence of this rather deep theorem, the complex Grassmanians G(k, n) are formal. In particular, CP n is formal, and this can be verified easily otherwise.
We shall work with a specific differential graded algebra Λ(2l). This model is just the loop space model of a manifold with a monogenic cohomology ring generated by an element of degree 2l and of order 1. Hence, it covers the case of even dimensional spheres.
Definition 3.3. (The minimal model of LS
even ) For l ≥ 1 we define Λ(2l) to be the differential graded algebra generated by y 1 , x 1 , y 2 , x 2 with the differential (3.1)
The element x 1 is of degree 2l while y 1 is of degree 2l − 1.
Before moving on, we emphasize that the algebra above models LS 2l in view of Theorem 3.1 and Example 1.2. Towards calculating the cohomology of the algebra Λ(2l), notice that the cochain groups are 
A simple manipulation of symbols give us
The Massey product is given by
(3.11): Let u = β p1 , v = β p2 , w = α p3 . Then uv = 0 and
This exhausts the list of possibilities for the triple Massey products.
Corollary 3.7. For the free loop space LS 2l , the triple Massey products are always defined. In particular, the Massey product for three distinct elements, not of the same parity, is never zero.
Pontrjagin product on the based loop space of the free loop space
Recall that we have a fibration of the free loop space over the manifold. In particular, we have
and there is a section s : S 2l → LS 2l given by constant loops. In order to avoid issues of connectedness of Ω 2 (S 2l ), we shall assume l ≥ 2 unless stated otherwise. We note that Theorem 3.8 holds for S 2 and the proof with the obvious modifications work. We define a map (3.14)
Φ :
We belabour on the issue of base points as it is a necessary point! Let p ∈ S 2l and we shall denote by p the constant loop based at p. We shall also abuse notation and use p to denote the base point of Ω(ΩS 2l ), now thought of as the constant loop in ΩS 2l that is based at p.
where η and s(γ) are to be interpreted as based loops in LS 2l and * is the concatenation of based loops. It is not hard to check that Φ is a homotopy equivalence; it induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups and is best seen by identifying the homotopy groups of Ω(LS 2l ) with a direct sum of (shifted by degree one) homotopy groups of S 2l and ΩS 2l , and noticing that Φ is an isomorphism on each summand. Observe that the domain and the range of Φ in (3.14) are formal -based loop spaces being H-spaces are formal and formality is preserved under cartesian products. However, Φ is not an equivalence of H-spaces. In fact, there cannot be any H-equivalence as the Pontrjagin products on both sides are extremely different! This is a consequence of the following: Theorem 3.8. For l ≥ 2 we have the following: (1) The Pontrjagin rings associated to the spaces Ω(LS 2l ) and ΩS 2l × Ω 2 S 2l satisfy:
The twisted Pontrjagin rings also exhibit a similar phenomenon:
has central elements in degree 2l − 2. Hereȳ 1 (orβ 1 ) is a generator of the group π 2l−2 , which is Z for both the spaces above.
As will be clear in the course of the proof, a lot more can be said about the exact structure of the Hopf algebras involved but this suffices towards distinguishing the two structures. In order to prove the result, we first develop the minimal models for the two spaces. The result then follows quite easily with a little help from algebra.
We have seen that a minimal model for LS 2l is given by
A model of Ω(LS 2l ) is given by the same algebra as above but by shifting the generators down by one and setting the differential to zero. This follows from the isomorphism
and the well known fact in rational homotopy theory that generators in a minimal model (of a simply connected space) can be chosen to be dual to the generators of rational homotopy groups of LS 2l . We label the dual elements in π Q * (LS 2l ) asx 1 ,x 2 ,ȳ 1 , andȳ 2 . Recall that the Whitehead product on the (rational) homotopy groups π [ȳ i ,ȳ j ] Wh = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2}.
By Milnor-Moore's theorem [7] , the universal enveloping algebra generated by this Lie algebra is the Pontrjagin product on H • (Ω(LS 2l ); Q). The degree of the generators get shifted down by one as we are now considering these as elements of π Q • (Ω(LS 2l )). Therefore, the new degree ofx 1 is 2l − 1, that ofx 2 is 4l − 2, that ofȳ 1 is 2l − 2, and that ofȳ 2 is 4l − 3. With that being said, the universal enveloping algebra is, by definition, the quotient of the free tensor algebra Λ (generated byx i 's andȳ i 's) by the ideal generated by relations of the form
for all a, b ∈ Λ. If we follow all the degrees and signs posted above, we conclude that the universal enveloping algebra is the free tensor algebra modulo the ideal I generated by the relations This implies, after a simplication of the algebra, the following: Lemma 3.9.
(1) The Pontrjagin ring of Ω(LS 2l ) is isomorphic to the quotient of the free tensor algebra T (x 1 ,x 2 ), generated byx 1 andȳ 1 , by the ideal generated bȳ y 1 ⊗x 1 ⊗x 1 =x 1 ⊗x 1 ⊗ȳ 1 x 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ⊗ȳ 1 +ȳ 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ⊗x 1 = 2(ȳ 1 ⊗x 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ).
(2) The twisted Pontrjagin ring, twisted byȳ 1 , of Ω(LS 2l ) is isomorphic to the underlying vector space as in (1) above. The multiplication is given by a ×ȳ 1 b := a ⊗ȳ 1 ⊗ b.
Proof. It is clear that (2) follows from (1). To prove (1) it suffices to check that all the relations are generated by the relations given above coupled with the requisite commutativity. For instance,ȳ 2 ⊗ȳ 2 = 0 (equivalent toȳ 2 ⊗ȳ 2 = −ȳ 2 ⊗ȳ 2 ) follows from the two relations above and the fact that 2(ȳ 1 ⊗x 1 −x 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ) =ȳ 2 The general case is not hard to verify and implies the result.
These observations are enough to prove half of the theorem but we will proceed to work on the space ΩS 2l × Ω 2 S 2l .
We may decide to work with minimal models as before but there is an easy way out. It is fairly easy to show that there is an isomorphism of Pontrjagin rings This is true with integer coefficients but we shall use Q for our purposes, and set X = S 2l and Y = ΩS 2l . We begin with a minimal model for ΩS 2l :
However, the Lie algabra structure on π [ᾱ i ,ᾱ j ] Wh = 0 ∀ (i, j) = (1, 1).
Notice thatᾱ 1 has degree 2l − 1 andᾱ 2 has degree 4l − 2. The universal enveloping algebra associated to this is the free tensor algebra generated byᾱ 1 as 2ᾱ 2 =ᾱ 1 ⊗ᾱ 1 . Therefore, A minimal model for Ω 2 S 2l is given by
where β 1 has degree 2l−2 and β 2 has degree 4l−3. The Lie algebra structure on Ω 2 S 2l is zero as the differential on ΩS 2l is identically zero. Therefore, the universal enveloping algebra is just the graded commutative algebra onβ i 's, i.e., Combining (3.16) and (3.17) with the observation (3.15) we conclude that
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let l ≥ 2. Part (i) and (ii) of (1) follows easily from Lemma 3.9 and (3.17):The only possible central element, up to a rational multiple, in H 2l−2 (Ω(LS 2l )) isȳ 1 which clearly doesn't commute withx 1 ! On the other hand,β 1 commutes with everything due to (3.18).
Part (i) and (ii) of (2) follows sincē y 1 ×ȳ 1x1 :=ȳ 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ⊗x 1 =x 1 ⊗ȳ 1 ⊗ȳ 1 =x 1 ×ȳ 1ȳ1 , whenceȳ 1 cannot be central. On the other hand,β 1 is still in the centre as we're twisting byβ 1 which is a central element in the untwisted case.
Remark 3.10. When M = S 2 the based loop space of LS 2 is not connected, i.e., π 0 (Ω(LS 2 )) = Z and the components are indexed by π 2 (S 2 ). Similarly, the components of Ω 2 S 2 are also indexed by π 2 (S 2 ). We have the usual map Φ :
which is a disjoint union of maps, indexed by f ∈ π 2 (S 2 ), given by
Here Ω 2 f S 2 is the connected component of f ∈ Ω(ΩS 2 ), and Ω f (LS 2 ) is the connected component of f in
Notice that all components of Ω 2 S 2 are homotopy equivalent to Ω 2 0 S 2 while all components of Ω(LS 2 ) are homotopy equivalent to Ω 0 (LS 2 ). Therefore, it suffices to distinguish between ΩS 2 × Ω 2 0 S 2 and Ω 0 (LS 2 ) as H-spaces. It can be checked that the previous models suffice with the caveat that we take into account the degree zero generator(s).
We end with a contrasting result. We should remember the underlying meta-principle we're exploiting here: If the differential in the minimal model of a space has non-zero quadratic terms then it translates to nontrivial Whitehead products which propagate to Samelson products on the based loop space, and is correlated with Massey products on the space itself. For instance, if we consider the free loop space of CP n then we have a minimal model as follows: 
